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Abstract: We present some new bounds for the first Robin eigenvalue with a negative boundary parame-
ter. These include the constant volume problem, where the bounds are based on the shrinking coordinate
method, and a proof that in the fixed perimeter case the disk maximises the first eigenvalue for all values
of the parameter. This is in contrast with what happens in the constant area problem, where the disk is the
maximiser only for small values of the boundary parameter. We also present sharp upper and lower bounds
for the first eigenvalue of the ball and spherical shells. These results are complemented by the numerical
optimisation of the first four and two eigenvalues in two and three dimensions, respectively, and an evalua-
tion of the quality of the upper bounds obtained.We also study the bifurcations from the ball as the boundary
parameter becomes large (negative).
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￿ Introduction
The study of extremal eigenvalues of the Laplace operator which had its origin in Lord Rayleigh’s book The
Theory of Sound [￿￿] has by now been a continuous active topic of research among mathematicians and
physicists for nearly one century and a half. In the case of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions it has
been known since the ￿￿￿￿s and the ￿￿￿￿s, respectively, that the ball optimises the first eigenvalue among
domains with fixed volume, being a minimiser in the first case and a maximiser in the second [￿￿, ￿￿, ￿￿,
￿￿, ￿￿]. In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions this implies that the second eigenvalue is optimised by
two equal balls [￿￿], while for the Neumann problem it is only known that this provides a bound for planar
simply connected domains [￿￿].
Recent numerical work has shown that, with some rare exceptions, notably that of the (d + ￿)-st Dirichlet
eigenvalue in dimension d which is conjectured to be optimised by the ball, one cannot expect extremal do-
mains in the mid-frequency range to be defined explicitly in terms of known functions [￿, ￿, ￿￿]. For planar
domains with fixed area, it has been shown that the disk cannot be a minimiser for eigenvalues higher than
the third [￿￿]. On the other hand, this has prompted the study of what happens in the high-frequency limit as
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the order of the eigenvalue goes to infinity, where there is again some structure. In particular, it was shown by
DorinBucur and the second author of the present paper that for planar domainswith fixedperimeter extremal
domains converge to the disk [￿￿]. In the case of fixed measure, the first two authors of the present paper
showed that minimisers of the Dirichlet problem within the class of rectangles converge to the square [￿]
and, moreover, it has been shown that convergence to the disk in the general case is equivalent to the
well-known Pólya conjecture [￿￿].
In this paper we are interested in extremal domains for eigenvalues of the Robin Laplacian, that is,￿￿￿￿￿ −￿u = λu in ￿,∂u∂ν + αu = ￿ on ∂￿, (￿.￿)
where￿ is a bounded domain in￿d with outer unit normal ν and the boundary parameter α is a real constant.
In the case of fixedmeasure of ￿ and positive boundary parameter, it was only in ￿￿￿￿ that it was proven
that the disk is still the extremal domain in two dimensions [￿￿], while the extension of this result to higher
dimensions had to wait until ￿￿￿￿ [￿￿]. The corresponding result for the second eigenvalue was obtained
in [￿￿], with two equal balls being the minimal domain, again matching the Dirichlet result. However, due
to the presence of a boundary parameter in the Robin problem, the behaviour for higher eigenvalues will be,
in principle, more complex as may be seen from the numerical results in [￿]. In particular, for a given fixed
volume |￿| and small positive values of the boundary parameter α it is conjectured in that paper that the n-th
eigenvalue λαn(￿)will in fact be minimised by n equal balls, but that this will not be the case for larger values
of the parameter. This switching between extremal domains as the parameter changes was recently shown by
the second and third authors of the present paper to also play a role for negative values of the parameter, even
in the case of the first eigenvalue [￿￿]. More precisely, while it was shown that in two dimensions the disk
remains an extremal domain for small (negative) values of the parameter (now amaximiser), thus proving the
long standing Bareket’s conjecture [￿] in that case, it was also shown that for larger (negative) values of the
parameter it cannot remain the optimiser. This provides the first known example where the extremal domain
for the lowest eigenvalue of the Laplace operator is not a ball.
The proof that the disk cannot remain the optimiser for all values of the boundary parameter is based on
the comparison between the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues of disks and annuli as the boundary
parameter goes tominus infinity, and carries over to higher dimensions. More precisely, while the asymptotic
behaviour of a ball BR with radius R in￿d is given by
λα￿(BR) = −α￿ + d − ￿R α + o(α), α → −∞, (￿.￿)
that of a spherical shell AR￿ ,R￿ := BR￿ \ BR￿ with radii R￿ < R￿ is given by
λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) = −α￿ + d − ￿R￿ α + o(α), α → −∞. (￿.￿)
We thus see that, if R￿ is larger than R, λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) must become larger than λα￿(BR) for su￿ciently large
negative α.
On the other hand, let us recall that Bareket has proved her conjecture already in [￿] for a class of “nearly
circular domains” andFerone,Nitsch andTrombetti [￿￿] have shown recently that it holdswithin the “class of
Lipschitz sets which are ‘close’ to a ball in a Hausdor￿metric sense”. Our proof from [￿￿] for small (negative)
values of the parameter di￿ers from immediate results based on a simple perturbation argument (see, e.g.,
[￿￿, Section ￿.￿]) in that the smallness of α is shown to depend on the area of ￿ only (cf. [￿￿, Remark ￿]).
In this paper we shall complete these results in the following directions. We shall begin by providing
a new upper bound for the first eigenvalue under a fixed volume restriction.
Theorem ￿. Let α ≤ ￿. Let ￿ be a strictly star-shaped bounded domain in ￿d with Lipschitz boundary ∂￿ and
let B be the ball of the same volume. Then
λα￿(￿) ≤ F(￿)F(B) λα̃￿(B) with α̃ := α |∂￿||∂B| F(B)F(￿) , (￿.￿)
where F(￿) is a geometric quantity related to the support function of ￿ defined by (￿.￿).
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The proof of Theorem ￿ is done using an approach based on shrinking coordinates which were introduced
in [￿￿] in the two-dimensional case and then extended to higher dimensions in [￿￿].
We then consider the case of fixed perimeter in dimension two for which we show that, in contrast with
the fixed area problem, the disk is now the maximiser for all negative values of the boundary parameter α.
Theorem ￿. Let α ≤ ￿. For bounded planar domains ￿ of class C￿, we have
λα￿(￿) ≤ λα￿(B),
where B is a disk with the same perimeter as ￿.
The proof of Theorem ￿ is based on an intermediate result from [￿￿] established with help of parallel
coordinates.
Complementing the above results, we provide sharp bounds for the first eigenvalue of the ball in any
dimensions.
Theorem ￿. Let BR denote the d-dimensional ball of radius R and denote by λα￿(BR) its first Robin eigenvalue.
Then we have −￿￿α￿ + (d − ￿)￿R α + α￿R￿(d − ￿ − αR)￿ + ￿d < λα￿(BR) < −α￿ + (d − ￿)R α
for all negative α.
Note that this result actually states that the first eigenvalue of the ball is smaller than the first two terms in
the asymptotic expansion (￿.￿) for all negative values of the boundary parameter α. Furthermore, it is not
di￿cult to check that the lower bound satisfies the same two-term asymptotics, with the next term being of
order O(￿). We also see that, for fixed α, λα￿(BR) goes to −∞ with R−￿ as R goes to zero. On the other hand, it
follows from the upper bound that, whenever α is negative, λα￿(BR) does not go to ￿ = λα￿(￿d) as R →∞ (see
also Remark ￿ below).
We also establish sharp lower andupper bounds for the first Robin eigenvalue in d-dimensional spherical
shells, which, as explained above, we conjecture are the extremal sets for large negative α.
Theorem ￿. Let AR￿ ,R￿ denote the d-dimensional spherical shell with inner and outer radii given by R￿ and R￿,
respectively, and denote by λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) its first Robin eigenvalue. Then we have−α￿ + ￿d − ￿R￿ + ￿R￿ − R￿ ￿α < λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) < −α￿ + d − ￿R￿ α
for all negative α.
Here the upper bound is optimal up to the second order as α → −∞, cf. (￿.￿), and we see that, as in the case
of the ball, the eigenvalue is bounded by the first two terms in the asymptotics. The lower bound follows the
first-order asymptotics only.
Finally, we perform a numerical study to obtain insight into the structure that is to be expected for this
problem. In particular, our results support the conjecture that the first eigenvalue is also maximised by the
ball for small negative values of α in three dimensions and that both in this case and in the plane shells
with varying (increasing) radii become the extremal domain as α becomes more negative. We also study the
optimisation of higher eigenvalues. Based on these numerical simulations, we formulate some conjectures at
the end of the paper.
￿ The first eigenvalue of balls and shells
Let ￿ be a bounded domain in ￿d (d ≥ ￿) with Lipschitz boundary ∂￿ and α ∈ ￿. As usual, we under-
stand (￿.￿) as a spectral problem for the self-adjoint operator −￿￿α in the Hilbert space L￿(￿) associated with
the closed quadratic form
Q￿α [u] := ￿∇u￿￿L￿(￿) + α￿u￿￿L￿(∂￿), Dom(Q￿α ) := W￿,￿(￿).
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The lowest point in the spectrum of −￿￿α can be characterised by the variational formula
λα￿(￿) = infu∈W￿,￿(￿)
u ￿= Q
￿
α [u]￿u￿￿L￿(￿) . (￿.￿)
Since the embeddingW￿,￿(￿) ￿→ L￿(￿) is compact, we know that λα￿(￿) is indeed a discrete eigenvalue and
the infimum is achieved by a function uα￿ ∈ W￿,￿(￿).
Using a constant test function in (￿.￿), we get
λα￿(￿) ≤ α |∂￿||￿| . (￿.￿)
Here | ⋅ | denotes the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure in the denominator and the (d − ￿)-dimensional
Hausdor￿measure in the numerator. It follows that λα￿(￿) is negative whenever α < ￿.
Now let BR be a d-dimensional ball of radius R. By the rotational symmetry and regularity, we deduce
from (￿.￿)
λα￿(BR) = inf￿∈C￿([￿,R])
￿ ￿=
∫R￿ |ψ￿(r)|￿rd−￿ dr + αRd−￿|￿(R)|￿∫R￿ |￿(r)|￿rd−￿ dr . (￿.￿)
We know that λα￿(BR) is simple and that the infimum in (￿.￿) is achieved by a smooth positive function ￿￿
satisfying ￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
−r−(d−￿)[rd−￿￿￿(r)]￿ = λ￿(r), r ∈ [￿, R],
￿￿(￿) = ￿,
￿￿(R) + α￿(R) = ￿. (￿.￿)
In fact, if α ≤ ￿, we have an explicit solution
￿￿(r) = r−￿ I￿(kr), ￿ := d − ￿￿ , (￿.￿)
where I￿ is a modified Bessel function [￿, Section ￿.￿] and k := ￿−λα￿(BR) is the smallest non-negative root
of the equation
kI￿￿(kR) − ￿R I￿(kR) + αI￿(kR) = ￿. (￿.￿)
Using the identity (cf. [￿, Section ￿.￿.￿￿])
I￿￿(z) = I￿+￿(z) + ￿z I￿(z), (￿.￿)
we see that (￿.￿) is equivalent to
kI￿+￿(kR) + αI￿(kR) = ￿. (￿.￿)
Lemma ￿. Let α < ￿. We have
krI￿+￿(kr) + αRI￿(kr) < ￿ for all r ∈ (￿, R),
where k is the smallest positive root of (￿.￿).
Proof. If α < ￿, then k is the smallest positive root of (￿.￿). Using the asymptotic formulae for small values
of arguments of Bessel functions (cf. [￿, Section ￿.￿.￿]), we know that zI￿+￿(z) + αRI￿(z) is negative for all
su￿ciently small positive z, and hence for all z less than kR, where k is the first positive root of (￿.￿).
￿.￿ An upper bound for λα￿(BR)
Now we give a proof of the upper bound in Theorem ￿. Choosing in (￿.￿) the test function
￿(r) := eα(R−r), (￿.￿)
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we obtain the bound
λα￿(BR) ≤ α￿ − ￿α￿Γd(￿αR) (￿.￿￿)
with
Γd(x) := ￿￿
x
￿ tx￿d−￿e−t+x dt. (￿.￿￿)
Hence the upper bound of Theorem ￿ follows provided that (recall that α is negative)
f(x) := xd − ￿ Γd(x) − ￿Γd(x) > ￿ for all x < ￿. (￿.￿￿)
To prove (￿.￿￿), we first notice the identity
Γd(x) = ￿ + d − ￿x Γd−￿(x), (￿.￿￿)
which can be established by an integration of parts. Second, we have
Γd−￿(x) = ￿￿
x
￿ tx￿d−￿ xt e−t+x dt > Γd(x), (￿.￿￿)
because xt > ￿ for all t ∈ (x, ￿) with x < ￿. As a consequence of (￿.￿￿) and (￿.￿￿), we have
f(x) = Γd−￿(x)Γd(x) > ￿,
which proves (￿.￿￿) and thus concludes the proof of the upper bound of Theorem ￿.
￿.￿ A lower bound for λα￿(BR)
To obtain the lower bound in Theorem ￿ we shall use a di￿erent strategy based directly on equation (￿.￿)
and properties of quotients of Bessel functions. A similar approach may also be used as an alternative way of
establishing the upper bound in the previous subsection.
From [￿] we have
p￿(z) := I￿+￿(z)I￿(z) > z(￿ + ￿￿ ) +￿z￿ + (￿ + ￿￿ )￿ , ￿, z > ￿,
where justification that strict inequality holds may be found in [￿￿]. Applying this to equation (￿.￿) for neg-
ative α yields
k = −α I￿(kR)I￿+￿(kR) = − αp￿(kR) < − αkR￿￿ + ￿￿ +￿k￿R￿ + ￿￿ + ￿￿￿￿￿,
from which it follows that
k￿R + α￿￿ + ￿￿￿ < −α￿k￿R￿ + ￿￿ + ￿￿￿￿. (￿.￿￿)
Due to the upper bound proved in the previous section we know that−k￿ < −α￿ + (￿￿ + ￿) αR
and thus
k￿R + ￿￿ + ￿￿￿α > α￿R − ￿￿ + ￿￿￿α > ￿,
from which it follows that the left-hand side of (￿.￿￿) is positive. We may thus square both sides of (￿.￿￿) to
obtain
k￿R￿ + αR￿￿￿￿ + ￿￿￿ − αR￿k￿ − ￿￿￿ + ￿￿α￿ < ￿.
This implies both a lower and an upper bounds for k￿ and while the lower bound is trivial, the upper bound
yields the desired lower bound for the eigenvalue λα￿(BR) = −k￿.
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￿.￿ Monotonicity for balls
In this subsection we give a proof of the following monotonicity result.
Theorem ￿. Let BR be a ball of radius R. If α < ￿, then R ￿→ λα￿(BR) is strictly increasing.
We remark that a non-strict monotonicity of the first Robin eigenvalue for certain domains (including balls)
has been obtained in [￿￿] (see also [￿￿] and [￿￿]). Since our proof of Theorem ￿ employs di￿erent ideas and
yields the strict monotonicity, we have decided to present it here.
For simplicity, throughout this subsection we set λR := λα￿(BR). We also write ￿R := ￿￿ to stress the
dependence of the eigenfunction on the radius.
Our proof of Theorem ￿ is based on the following formula for the derivative of λR with respect to R.
Lemma ￿. We have
∂λR
∂R = − ￿R ∫R￿ ￿￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr − αRd−￿￿R(R)￿∫R￿ ￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr . (￿.￿￿)
Proof. By the unitary transform (U￿)(ρ) := Rd/￿￿(Rρ), we see that λR is the lowest eigenvalue of the opera-
tor TR in the R-independent Hilbert space L￿((￿, ￿), ρd−￿ dρ) associated with the quadratic form
tR[f] := ￿R￿ ￿￿
￿
f ￿(ρ)￿ρd−￿ dρ + ￿R αf(￿)￿, Dom(tR) := W￿,￿((￿, ￿), ρd−￿ dρ).
Since TR forms a holomorphic family in R (cf. [￿￿, Theorem VII.￿.￿]) and λR is simple, λR and the associated
eigenprojection are holomorphic functions of R. In particular, the eigenfunction fR of TR associated with λR
can be chosen to depend continuously on R in the topology ofW￿,￿((￿, ￿), ρd−￿ dρ). Now, the weak formula-
tion of the eigenvalue problem for TR reads
tR(φ, fR) = λR(φ, fR) (￿.￿￿)
for every φ ∈ W￿,￿((￿, ￿), ρd−￿ dρ), where tR( ⋅ , ⋅ ) and ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) denote the sesquilinear form associated with
tR[ ⋅ ] and the inner product in L￿((￿, ￿), ρd−￿ dρ), respectively. Di￿erentiating (￿.￿￿) with respect to R (which
is justified by the holomorphic properties of λR and fR) and employing (￿.￿￿) in the resulting identity, we
conclude with
∂λR
∂R = − ￿R￿ ∫￿￿ f ￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr − ￿R￿ αfR(￿)￿∫￿￿ fR(r)￿rd−￿ dr .
This formula coincides with (￿.￿￿) through the unitary identification U.
The derivative (￿.￿￿) is clearly negative whenever α is positive. At the same time, the derivative (￿.￿￿) is zero
for the Neumann case α = ￿. If α is negative, the numerator of (￿.￿￿) consists of a negative and a positive
term, so the sign of the derivative is not obvious in this case. Our strategy to prove Theorem ￿ is to show that
the derivative is in fact positive whenever α is negative.
By employing (￿.￿), where the infimum is actually achieved for ￿R, we can rewrite (￿.￿￿) as
∂λR
∂R = − ￿R λR ∫R￿ ￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr + αRd−￿￿R(R)￿∫R￿ ￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr . (￿.￿￿)
Note that the sign of the numerator is still unclear because λR < ￿whenever α < ￿, cf. (￿.￿). However, expres-
sion (￿.￿￿) is convenient because of the following lemma.
Lemma ￿. Let α < ￿. Then
R￿
￿
￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr > Rd￿ ￿R(R)￿￿ + ￿ − αR . (￿.￿￿)
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Proof. Using (￿.￿) and integrating by parts, we have￿￿￿￿ := R￿
￿
￿R(r)￿rd−￿ dr = R￿
￿
I￿(kr)￿r dr = I￿(kR)￿ R￿￿ − k R￿
￿
I￿(kr)I￿￿(kr)r￿ dr.
Using identity (￿.￿), we obtain(￿ + ￿)￿￿￿￿ = I￿(kR)￿ R￿￿ − k R￿
￿
I￿(kr)I￿+￿(kr)r￿ dr.
By Lemma ￿, it follows (￿ + ￿)￿￿￿￿ > I￿(kR)￿ R￿￿ + αR￿￿￿￿ = ￿R(R)￿ Rd￿ + αR￿￿￿￿,
which gives the desired claim.
Assuming now that α is negative and using (￿.￿￿) in (￿.￿￿), we thus obtain
∂λR
∂R > Rd−￿￿R(R)￿[−λR − α￿ + (￿ + ￿) αR ](￿ + ￿ − αR)∫R￿ ￿R(r)￿r dr .
Here the right-hand side is positive because−λR − α￿ + (￿ + ￿) αR > −￿ αR ≥ ￿,
where the first inequality employs the upper bound of Theorem ￿ and the dependence of ￿ on d, cf. (￿.￿).
This concludes the proof of Theorem ￿.
￿.￿ Bounds for λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿)
In this subsection, we establish Theorem ￿ dealing with d-dimensional spherical shells.
Proof of Theorem ￿. Now we have the variational characterisation
λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) = inf￿∈C￿([R￿ ,R￿])
￿ ￿=
∫R￿R￿ |￿￿(r)|￿rd−￿ dr + αRd−￿￿ |￿(R￿)|￿ + αRd−￿￿ |￿(R￿)|￿∫R￿R￿ |￿(r)|￿rd−￿ dr . (￿.￿￿)
To prove the lower bound, let ￿ be a positive minimiser of (￿.￿￿). Given any Lipschitz-continuous func-
tion η : [R￿, R￿] → ￿ such that η(R￿) = ￿ and η(R￿) = −￿, we write
Rd−￿￿ ￿(R￿)￿ + Rd−￿￿ ￿(R￿)￿ = R￿￿
R￿
[rd−￿￿(r)￿η(r)]￿ dr
= R￿￿
R￿
￿￿￿(r)￿￿(r)η(r) + ￿(r)￿η￿(r) + (d − ￿)￿(r)￿ η(r)r ￿rd−￿ dr.
Denoting by Q[￿] the numerator of the right-hand side of (￿.￿￿), we therefore have
Q[￿] = R￿
￿
￿[￿￿(r) + αη(r)￿(r)]￿ − α￿η(r)￿ + αη￿(r) + α(d − ￿)η(r)r ￿￿(r)￿rd−￿ dr
≥ R￿
￿
￿−α￿η(r)￿ + αη￿(r) + α(d − ￿)η(r)r ￿￿(r)￿rd−￿ dr
≥ ￿ R￿
￿
￿(r)￿rd−￿ dr, (￿.￿￿)
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where
￿ := sup
η
inf
r∈(R￿ ,R￿) fη(r) (￿.￿￿)
with
fη(r) := −α￿η(r)￿ + αη￿(r) + α(d − ￿)η(r)r .
We remark that the second inequality in (￿.￿￿) is strict provided that the function fη is not constant. In this
case, we deduce from (￿.￿￿)
λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) > ￿. (￿.￿￿)
The function η can be understood as a sort of test function.
Choosing now
η(r) := ￿r − (R￿ + R￿)R￿ − R￿ , (￿.￿￿)
we obtain
fη(r) = −α￿￿￿r − (R￿ + R￿)R￿ − R￿ ￿￿ + ￿αR￿ − R￿ + α(d − ￿)R￿ − R￿ ￿￿ − R￿ + R￿r ￿.
The function r ￿→ fη(r) is clearly non-constant and we claim that it is minimised at r = R￿. To see the latter,
we write
fη(r) − fη(R￿) = −α￿￿￿￿r − (R￿ + R￿)R￿ − R￿ ￿￿ − ￿￿ + α(d − ￿)￿￿r − (R￿ + R￿)(R￿ − R￿)r − ￿R￿ ￿= −α￿ ￿(r − R￿)(r − R￿)(R￿ − R￿)￿ + α(d − ￿) (R￿ + R￿)(r − R￿)R￿(R￿ − R￿)r ≥ ￿,
where the last two terms are individually non-negative because r ∈ [R￿, R￿] and α is negative. Consequently,
with the special choice (￿.￿￿),
￿ = fη(R￿) = −α￿ + ￿αR￿ − R￿ + α(d − ￿)R￿ .
This proves the lower bound of Theorem ￿ due to (￿.￿￿).
We now turn to the upper bound. In the variational characterisation (￿.￿￿), we again use the test func-
tion (￿.￿) with R being replaced by R￿ now. It leads to the upper bound
λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) ≤ α￿ − ￿α￿[￿ + ( R￿R￿ )d−￿e￿α(R￿−R￿)]Γd(￿αR￿, ￿αR￿)
with
Γd(x, y) := y￿
x
￿ tx￿d−￿e−t+x dt.
Since ￿ < Γd(￿αR￿, ￿αR￿) < Γd(￿αR￿, ￿) ≡ Γd(￿αR￿), where Γd(￿αR￿) is defined in (￿.￿￿), we have
λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) < α￿ − ￿α￿[￿ + ( R￿R￿ )d−￿e￿α(R￿−R￿)]Γd(￿αR￿) < α￿ − ￿α￿Γd(￿αR￿) .
Here the last bound coincides with the upper bound (￿.￿￿) for balls. Using (￿.￿￿), we thus obtain the upper
bound of Theorem ￿.
Remark ￿. Adapting the idea of the lower-part proof above to balls, we obtain λα￿(BR) > ￿, where ￿ is defined
as in (￿.￿￿) with R￿ := ￿ and R￿ := R and η : [￿, R] → ￿ is any Lipschitz-continuous (test) function such that
η(R) = ￿ and rd−￿η(r)|r=￿ = ￿.
Taking η(r) := rR , we then arrive at the lower bound−α￿ + α dR < λα￿(BR).
This is not as good as the lower bound of Theorem ￿, but, on the other hand, it is much simpler.
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￿.￿ The Robin problem in dimension d = ￿
Finally, let us make a few comments on problem (￿.￿) when ￿ is an interval. While the one-dimensional
situation is formally excluded from this paper, ourmain results still hold in that case. In fact, the case of d = ￿
is simpler in the sense that it can be reduced to a single transcendental equation.
To be more specific, without loss of generality, let us assume now that ￿ is a one-dimensional ball of
radius R > ￿ centred at the origin, i.e., ￿ := BR = (−R, R). From (￿.￿) we know that λα￿(￿) is negative as long
as α < ￿. By solving the di￿erential equation in (￿.￿) in terms of exponentials, subjecting the general solution
to the boundary conditions at±R and employing the fact that the corresponding eigenfunction cannot change
sign, we obtain that λα￿((−R, R)) = −k￿, where k is the smallest positive solution of− kα = coth(Rk). (￿.￿￿)
First of all, we study the asymptotic regime when the boundary parameter goes to minus infinity.
Proposition ￿. We have the asymptotics
λα￿((−R, R)) = −α￿ − ￿α￿e￿Rα + o(α￿e￿Rα), α → −∞.
Proof. It follows from (￿.￿) that k → +∞ as α → −∞. Since the right-hand side of (￿.￿￿) tends to ￿ as
k → +∞, we immediately obtain that k = −α + o(α) as α → −∞. Let us put c := k + α. Subtracting ￿ from
both sides of (￿.￿￿), we now rewrite (￿.￿￿) as− cα = ￿e−￿Rk￿ − e−￿Rk .
Since cα = o(￿) as α → −∞, the identity asymptotically behaves as− cα = ￿e￿Rα[￿+o(￿)] + O￿e￿Rα[￿+o(￿)]￿, α → −∞.
Multiplying this asymptotic identity by e−￿Rα[￿+o(￿)] and taking the limit α → −∞, we conclude with
c = −￿αe￿Rα + o(αe￿Rα), α → −∞,
which completes the proof of the proposition.
The proposition represents an improvement upon (￿.￿) when d = ￿. Let us emphasise that the asymp-
totics does not enable one to extend the disproval of Bareket’s conjecture from [￿￿] to the one-dimensional
situation. When d = ￿, the analogue of the annulus AR￿ ,R￿ of positive radii R￿ < R￿ is the disconnected
set (−R￿, −R￿) ∪ (R￿, R￿). Since λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) = λα￿((R￿, R￿)) = λα￿(−R￿, R￿) with R￿ := (R￿ − R￿)/￿ and the one-
dimensional ball BR of radius R such that |BR| = |AR￿ ,R￿ | satisfy R = R￿ − R￿ > R￿, it actually follows from
Proposition ￿ that
λα￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) < λα￿(BR) (￿.￿￿)
for all su￿ciently large negative α. As a matter of fact, assuming the volume constraint |BR| = |AR￿ ,R￿ |,
inequality (￿.￿￿) does hold for all negative α; this follows from the following monotonicity result (cf. Theo-
rem ￿).
Proposition ￿. If α < ￿, then R ￿→ λα￿((−R, R)) is strictly increasing.
Proof. The proof of Theorem ￿ does not seem to entirely extend to d = ￿. Anyway, in the present one-
dimensional situation, the monotonicity result can be deduced directly from (￿.￿￿). Let us set
f(k, R) := k + α coth(Rk).
Computing the partial derivatives,
∂f
∂k (k, R) = sinh￿(Rk) − Rαsinh￿(Rk) > R￿k￿ − Rαsinh￿(Rk) > ￿,
∂f
∂R (k, R) = −kαsinh￿(Rk) > ￿,
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we conclude from the implicit-function theorem that the derivative of k = k(R) with respect to R is negative.
Consequently,
∂λα￿((−R, R))
∂R = −k(R)k￿(R) > ￿,
which completes the proof of the proposition.
We complement Proposition ￿ by the asymptotic behaviour of the first Robin eigenvalue in shrinking and
expanding intervals.
Proposition ￿. If α < ￿, then
λα￿((−R, R)) = αR + o(R−￿), R → ￿,
λα￿((−R, R)) = −α￿ + o(￿), R →∞.
Proof. It follows from (￿.￿) that k → +∞ as R → ￿. From (￿.￿￿) we then immediately obtain that necessarily
kR → ￿ as R → ￿. Using the Taylor expansion of tanh(x) at x = ￿, we then conclude from (￿.￿￿) that the
asymptotic behaviour
k￿R[￿ + O(kR)] = −α￿, R → ￿,
holds. Taking the limit R → ￿ we obtain the first asymptotic expansion of the proposition.
As for the second asymptotic expansion, we first note that k converges as R →∞ due to Proposition ￿.
Since the range of the function x ￿→ coth(x) does contain zero, the possibility of the limit being zero is
excluded by (￿.￿￿). Consequently, kR →∞ as R →∞ and (￿.￿￿) then yields − kα → ￿ in the limit.
Remark ￿. It is remarkable that λα￿((−R, R))does not converge to zero as R → +∞, which is the lowest point in
the spectrumof the “free” Laplacian−￿￿α . Consequently,−￿(−R,R)α cannot converge to−￿￿α in a norm-resolvent
sense as R → +∞. This is also impossible in higher dimensions, as may be seen from the upper bound in
Theorem ￿.
For later purposes, we apply Proposition ￿ to the behaviour of the first Robin eigenvalue in long thin
rectangles.
Corollary ￿. Let Ra,b := (−a, a) × (−b, b) be a rectangle of half-sides a > ￿ and b > ￿. If α < ￿, then
λα￿(Ra,b) = αb + o(b−￿), a →∞, b → ￿,
Proof. By separation of variables, we have
λα￿(Ra,b) = λα￿((−a, a)) + λα￿((−b, b)).
The asymptotic behaviour is then a direct consequence of Proposition ￿.
￿ Fixed volume: Upper bounds
In this section we give a proof of Theorem ￿.
￿.￿ Star-shaped geometries
Following [￿￿], we assume that ￿ is star-shaped with respect to a point ξ ∈ ￿, i.e., for each point x ∈ ∂￿ the
segment joining ξ with x lies in ￿ ∪ {x} and is transversal to ∂￿ at the point x. By Rademacher’s theorem, the
outward unit normal vector field ν : ∂￿ → ￿d can be uniquely defined almost everywhere on ∂￿. At those
points x ∈ ∂￿ for which ν(x) is uniquely defined, we introduce the support function
hξ (x) := (x − ξ) ⋅ ν(x),
where the dot denotes the standard scalar product in￿d.
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We say that ￿ is strictly star-shaped with respect to the point ξ ∈ ￿ if ￿ is star-shaped with respect to ξ
and the support function is uniformly positive, i.e.,
ess inf
x∈∂￿ hξ (x) > ￿.
In this case, we shall denote by ω the set of points with respect to which ￿ is strictly star-shaped, and define
the following intrinsic quantity of the domain
F(￿) := inf
ξ∈ω ￿
∂￿
dx
hξ (x) , (￿.￿)
where dx denotes the surface measure of ∂￿. We refer to [￿￿] for evaluation of the quantity F(￿) for certain
special domains.
￿.￿ Shrinking coordinates
Given a point ξ ∈ ω with respect to which ￿ is strictly star-shaped, we parameterise ￿ \ {ξ} by means of the
mapping
L : ∂￿ × (￿, ￿) → ￿d : {(x, t) ￿→ ξ + (x − ξ)t}.
It has been shown in [￿￿] that L indeed induces a di￿eomorphism, so that ￿ \ {ξ} can be identified with the
RiemannianmanifoldM := (∂￿ × (￿, ￿), G)with the inducedmetric G := ∇L ⋅ (∇L)T , for which, in particular,|G(x, t)| = |g(x)|hξ (x)￿t￿(d−￿) and Gdd(x, t) = hξ (x)−￿. (￿.￿)
Here |G| := det(G), g denotes the metric tensor of ∂￿ (as a submanifold of ￿d) and Gij are the coe￿cients of
the inverse metric G−￿. Consequently, the volume element dm of the manifold M is decoupled as follows:
dm = hξ (x)dx ∧ td−￿ dt. (￿.￿)
In contrast with (￿.￿), the integral of the support function is actually independent of ξ . Indeed, recall-
ing (￿.￿), we have the following identity for the Lebesgue measure of ￿:|￿| = ￿
∂￿×(￿,￿) dm = ￿d ￿∂￿ hξ (x)dx. (￿.￿)
For the (d − ￿)-dimensional Hausdor￿measure of ∂￿, we have |∂￿| = ∫∂￿ dx.
The following proposition provides a lower bound to the geometric quantity (￿.￿).
Proposition ￿. Let ￿ be a bounded strictly star-shaped domain in￿d with Lipschitz boundary ∂￿. Then
F(￿) ≥ |∂￿|￿d|￿| ≥ |∂B|￿d|B| , (￿.￿)
where B is a ball of the same volume as ￿. Here the second equality is attained for d is larger than two if, and
only if, ￿ = B, and it holds for any disk when d is two; the first inequality is attained for any ball.
Proof. By the Schwarz inequality,|∂￿|￿ = ￿￿
∂￿
￿hξ (x) ￿￿hξ (x) dx￿￿ ≤ ￿∂￿ hξ (x)dx ￿∂￿ dxhξ (x)
for any ξ ∈ ω. Recalling (￿.￿) and minimising over ξ ∈ ω, we get the first inequality of (￿.￿). The second
estimate in (￿.￿) follows by the isoperimetric inequality, which is known to be optimal if, and only if, ￿ = B.
Finally, it is easy to see that
F(Br) = |∂Br|r = |∂Br|￿d|Br| (￿.￿)
for any ball Br of radius r.
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Using the identification of ￿ with M, we introduce the unitary transform from the Hilbert space L￿(￿)
to L￿(∂￿ × (￿, ￿), dm) by u ￿→ u ￿ L =: Ψ. Then￿u￿￿L￿(￿) = ￿
∂￿×(￿,￿) |Ψ(x, t)|￿ dm,￿∇u￿￿L￿(￿) = ￿
∂￿×(￿,￿)(∂iΨGij∂jΨ)(x, t)dm,￿u￿￿L￿(∂￿) = ￿
∂￿
|Ψ(x, ￿)|￿ dx, (￿.￿)
where the Einstein summation convention is assumed in the central line,with ∂iΨ := ∂Ψ∂θi for i ∈ {￿, . . . , d − ￿}
using some local parameterisation x = x(θ￿, . . . , θd−￿) of ∂￿ and ∂dΨ := ∂Ψ∂t .
￿.￿ Proof of Theorem ￿
With help of the unitary transform above, we choose in (￿.￿) a test function u := Ψ ￿ L−￿, where Ψ depends
on the radial variable t only, i.e., Ψ(s, t) = ψ(t) with any smooth function ψ : [￿, ￿] → ￿. Using (￿.￿), (￿.￿)
and (￿.￿), we thus obtain
λα￿(￿) ≤ ∫￿￿ |ψ￿(t)|￿td−￿ dt ∫∂￿ dxhξ (x) + α|ψ(￿)|￿ ∫∂￿ dx∫￿￿ |ψ(t)|￿td−￿ dt ∫∂￿ hξ (x)dx
for any smoothψ and every ξ ∈ ω. Minimising over ξ ∈ ω and recalling (￿.￿) and (￿.￿), we arrive at the bound
λα￿(￿) ≤ F(￿)∫￿￿ |ψ￿(t)|￿td−￿ dt + α|∂￿||ψ(￿)|￿d|￿|∫￿￿ |ψ(t)|￿td−￿ dt (￿.￿)
for any smooth ψ.
Now, let B an open ball of the same volume as ￿, i.e., |B| = |￿|. Employing the fact that the eigenfunction
of −￿Bα corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue λα￿(B) is radially symmetric, we have the equality
λα￿(B) = F(B)∫￿￿ |φα￿￿(t)|￿td−￿ dt + α|∂B||φα￿(￿)|￿d|￿|∫￿￿ |φα￿(t)|￿td−￿ dt (￿.￿)
with some smooth function φα￿ : [￿, ￿] → ￿.
Combining (￿.￿) with (￿.￿), we get Theorem ￿.
￿.￿ Comments on Theorem ￿
￿.￿.￿ Theorem ￿ does not prove Bareket’s conjecture
By Proposition ￿,
λα￿(￿) ≤ λα̃￿(B)
(recall that λα￿(￿) is non-positive for any α ≤ ￿, cf. (￿.￿)). However, since Proposition ￿ also implies
α̃ ≥ α |∂B||∂￿| ≥ α,
where the second inequality follows from the isoperimetric inequality, the bound (￿.￿) together with these
estimates does not seem to give anything useful as regards Bareket’s conjecture (that requires λα￿(￿) ≤ λα￿(B)).
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￿.￿.￿ Bound (￿.￿) is not optimal in the limit α→ −∞
Indeed, if ∂￿ is smooth, then [￿￿, Thm. ￿.￿￿] yields
λα￿(￿) = −α￿ + o(α￿) as α → −∞.
Consequently, (￿.￿) implies−￿ = lim
α→−∞ λα￿(￿)α￿ ≤ F(￿)F(B) limα→−∞ λα̃￿(B)α￿ = − |∂￿|￿|∂B|￿ F(B)F(￿) .
However, the right-hand side is greater than or equal to −￿ due to Proposition ￿.
￿.￿.￿ Bound (￿.￿) is optimal in the limit α→ ￿
Indeed, by analytic perturbation theory (see, e.g., [￿￿]),
λα￿(￿) = |∂￿||￿| α + O(α￿) as α → ￿. (￿.￿￿)
Consequently, (￿.￿) implies |∂￿||￿| = limα→￿− λα￿(￿)α ≥ F(￿)F(B) limα→￿− λα̃￿(B)α = |∂￿||B|
and it remains to recall that |￿| = |B|. Moreover, since|∂￿||B| ≥ |∂B||B| = limα→￿− λα￿(B)α ,
the argument also implies that (￿.￿) yields the validity of λα￿(￿) ≤ λα￿(B) for all the negative α which have
su￿ciently small |α| (with the smallness depending on ￿).
￿.￿.￿ Bound (￿.￿) is optimal for long thin rectangles
LetRa,b := (−a, a) × (−b, b) be a rectangle of half-sides a > ￿ and b > ￿ and let us compare the upper bound
of Theorem ￿ with the actual eigenvalue of the rectangle. We are interested in the regime when a →∞ and
b → ￿, while keeping the area of the rectangle fixed, say |Ra,b| = ￿ab = ￿. All the asymptotic formulae below
in this subsection are with respect to this limit.
The geometric quantity F(￿) was computed in [￿￿] for various domains ￿ including rectangular paral-
lelepipeds and ellipsoids. In particular, [￿￿, Example ￿] and [￿￿, Example ￿] (see also (￿.￿)) respectively
yield
F(Ra,b) = |Ra,b|(a−￿ + b−￿) and F(B) = ￿π,
where B is the disk of the same area as Ra,b, i.e., the radius of B equals ￿￿π . (Note that F(BR) is independent
of R if d = ￿.)
We have |∂Ra,b| = ￿(a + b) = O(a) and F(Ra,b) = O(a￿). Consequently, the ratio |∂Ra,b|/F(Ra,b) behaves
as O(a−￿) and the same decay rate holds for α̃ from (￿.￿). Using (￿.￿￿), we therefore have
λα̃￿(B) = |∂B||B| α̃ + O(α̃￿) = |∂Ra,b||B| F(B)F(Ra,b)α + O(a−￿).
Consequently, the upper bound for λα￿(Ra,b) given by Theorem ￿ reads
F(Ra,b)
F(B) λα̃￿(B) = |∂Ra,b||B| α + F(Ra,b)F(B) O(a−￿) = ￿aα + O(￿). (￿.￿￿)
At the same time, Corollary ￿ implies the exact asymptotics
λα￿(Ra,b) = ￿aα + o(a). (￿.￿￿)
We see that the leading orders of (￿.￿￿) and (￿.￿￿) coincide.
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￿ Fixed perimeter: The disk maximises the first eigenvalue
In this sectionwe restrict to d = ￿. Moreover, we assume that the bounded domain￿ ⊂ ￿￿ is of class C￿. Then
the boundary ∂￿ will, in general, be composed of a finite union of C￿-smooth Jordan curves Γ￿, Γ￿, . . . , ΓN ,
N ≥ ￿, where Γ￿ is the outer boundary, i.e., ￿ lies in the interior ￿￿ of Γ￿. If N = ￿, then ￿ is simply connected
and ￿ = ￿￿.
We denote by Ltot := |∂￿| and L￿ := |Γ￿| the perimeter and outer perimeter of ￿, respectively, where | ⋅ |
stands for the one-dimensional Hausdor￿ measure. By the isoperimetric inequality, we have L￿￿ ≥ ￿πAtot,
where Atot := |￿| denotes the area of ￿. Here | ⋅ | stands for the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Under our regularity assumptions, the operator domain Dom(−￿￿α ) consists of functions u ∈ W￿,￿(￿)
which satisfy the Robin boundary conditions of (￿.￿) in the sense of traces and the boundary value prob-
lem (￿.￿) can be thus considered in a classical setting.
￿.￿ An upper bound from [￿￿]
As in [￿￿], the main ingredient in our proof of Theorem ￿ is the method of parallel coordinates that was
originally used by Payne and Weinberger [￿￿] in the Dirichlet case (which formally corresponds to α = +∞
in the present setting). It consists in choosing a test function in (￿.￿) whose level lines are parallel to the
boundary of ￿. As a matter of fact, since α is non-positive, it is possible to base the coordinates on the outer
component Γ￿ ⊂ ∂￿ only. The result of this approach is the following theorem established in [￿￿].
Theorem ￿ ([￿￿]). Let α ≤ ￿. For any bounded planar domain ￿ of class C￿,
λα￿(￿) ≤ ￿α￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ),
where ￿α￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) is the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian in the annulus AR￿ ,R￿ with radii
R￿ := ￿L￿￿ − ￿πAtot￿π , R￿ := L￿￿π ,
subject to the Robin boundary condition with α on the outer circle and the Neumann boundary condition on the
inner circle.
Wenote that AR￿ ,R￿ has the same area as￿, i.e., |AR￿ ,R￿ | = Atot = |￿|. Using the rotational symmetry and polar
coordinates, the variational characterisation of the Robin-Neumann eigenvalue reads
￿α￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) = infψ∈W￿,￿((R￿ ,R￿))
ψ ￿=
∫R￿R￿ ψ￿(r)￿r dr + αR￿ψ(R￿)￿∫R￿R￿ ψ(r)￿r dr . (￿.￿)
￿.￿ Proof of Theorem ￿
The following upper bound represents a crucial step in our proof of Theorem ￿.
Proposition ￿. Let α ≤ ￿. For any ￿ < R￿ < R￿, we have
￿α￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) ≤ λα￿(BR￿ ),
where BR￿ denotes the disk of radius R￿.
Proof. By symmetry, λα￿(BR￿ ) is the smallest solution of the one-dimensional boundary-value problem￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
−r−￿[r￿￿(r)]￿ = λ￿(r), r ∈ [￿, R￿],
￿￿(￿) = ￿,
￿￿(R￿) + α￿(R￿) = ￿.
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The associated eigenfunction ￿￿ can be chosen to be positive and normalised to one in L￿((￿, R￿), r dr).
Using ￿￿ as a test function in (￿.￿) and integrating by parts, we obtain
￿α￿(AR￿ ,R￿ ) ≤ λα￿(BR￿ ) − R￿￿￿(R￿)￿￿￿(R￿)∫R￿R￿ ￿￿(r)￿r dr . (￿.￿)
At the same time, using the di￿erential equation in (￿.￿), we have[r￿￿(r)￿￿￿(r)]￿ = −λα￿(BR￿ )r￿￿(r)￿ + r￿￿￿(r)￿ ≥ ￿
for all r ∈ [￿, R￿], where the inequality follows from the fact that λα￿(BR￿ ) is non-positive, cf. (￿.￿). Hence,
r ￿→ r￿￿(r)￿￿￿(r) is non-decreasing and the proposition follows as a consequence of (￿.￿).
Clearly the area of BR￿ is greater than the area of AR￿ ,R￿ . On the other hand, the perimeter of BR￿ is less
than the perimeter of AR￿ ,R￿ , indeed |∂BR￿ | = L￿, the outer perimeter of ￿. Hence, Theorem ￿ together with
Proposition ￿ immediately implies Theorem ￿ for simply connected domains ￿, when Ltot = L￿.
To conclude the proof of Theorem ￿ in the general case of possiblymultiply connected domains, we recall
the monotonicity result of Theorem ￿. Consequently,
λα￿(BR￿ ) ≤ λα￿(BR￿ ), where R￿ := Ltot￿π , (￿.￿)
for all α ≤ ￿ (the statement is trivial for α = ￿), where R￿ is chosen in such away that BR￿ has the sameperime-
ter as ￿. Summing up, Theorem ￿ is proved as a consequence of Theorem ￿, Proposition ￿ and (￿.￿).
￿.￿ Comments on Theorem ￿
Combining Theorem ￿ with Theorem ￿, we get an explicit upper bound
λα￿(￿) < −α￿ + ￿π|∂￿|α
for every α < ￿ and all bounded planar domains ￿ of class C￿. From Theorem ￿ and Proposition ￿, we know
that the total perimeter |∂￿| = Ltot can be replaced by the outer perimeter L￿.
￿ Numerical results
￿.￿ Extremal domains
In this section we present the main results that we gathered for the optimisation of Robin eigenvalues
with negative parameter. In all the numerical simulations we considered domains with unit area and the
eigenvalues were calculated using the method of fundamental solutions [￿, ￿]. The maximisation of Robin
eigenvalues was solved by a gradient type method involving Hadamard shape derivatives which allows to
minimise a sequence of functionals Fm(￿) := −λαn(￿) + cm(|￿| − ￿)￿ for a gradually increasing sequence of
penalty parameters cm.
We assume that λn ≡ λαn(￿) is simple, u is an associated normalised real-valued eigenfunction and use
the notation ￿(t) := (I + tV)(￿), where I is the identity and V is a given deformation field. The Hadamard
shape derivative for simple Robin eigenvalues is given by (see, e.g., [￿￿, Example ￿.￿])
∂
∂t λ
α
n(￿(t))￿￿￿￿t=￿ = ￿
∂￿
￿|∇∂￿u|￿ − (λαn(￿) + α￿ − Hα)u￿￿V ⋅ ν,
where H := div ν is the mean curvature of ∂￿ and ∇∂￿u is the tangential component of the gradient of u. We
note that special variants of this formula for homothetic deformations of balls can be found in Section ￿.￿.
In the optimisation of each of the eigenvalues λn we considered the case of connected and discon-
nected domains with up to n connected components. In the latter the optimisation was performed at all the
connected components. At the end, the optimal eigenvalue was the maximal eigenvalue obtained from all
the cases.
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Figure ￿. (a) Optimal first Robin eigenvalue. The maximiser is an annulus for α < α∗￿ ≈ −￿.￿￿￿￿ and the ball for α∗￿ < α ≤ ￿.
(b) Plot of the di￿erence λ￿(A∗￿,α) − λ￿(B), for α ∈ [−￿.￿, −￿.￿￿].
Figure ￿ (a) shows the results for themaximisation of the first Robin eigenvalue as a function of the Robin
parameter α. In blue we plot the first eigenvalue of the disk of unit area while similar results for the maximal
eigenvalue among annuli are shown in red.Wewill denote by A∗n,α themaximiser of the n-th eigenvalue in the
class of the annuli of unit area, for a given Robin parameter α. Although the two graphs are quite close, it does
turn out thatwhile the disk is the (unique) globalmaximiser for α ∈ (α∗￿ , ￿)with α∗￿ ≈ −￿.￿￿￿￿, there is a tran-
sition at α = α∗￿ where this role is then taken by A∗￿,α. For α = α∗￿ we have non-uniqueness of the maximiser.
In the right plot of the same figure we show the di￿erence λ￿(A∗￿,α) − λ￿(B), for the region α ∈ [−￿.￿, −￿.￿￿].
In Figure ￿ we plot the maximal second Robin eigenvalue. Again, the maximiser is an annulus A∗￿,α for
α < α∗￿ ≈ −￿.￿￿￿￿ and the ball for α > α∗￿ . In Figure ￿ we plot the inner radius R￿ of the optimal annuli A∗￿,α
and A∗￿,α, as a function of α. We observe that in both cases the inner radius decreases with the decrease in α.
In Figure ￿ we plot the optimal third eigenvalue for some Robin parameters α. For a comparison, we
include also the third eigenvalue of the ball and of the union of two balls of the same area. In this case, our
numerical results suggest that the maximisers are always connected, for an arbitrary α < ￿. Moreover, these
maximisers degenerate to two balls for α = ￿, which is the conjectured maximiser in the case of Neumann
boundary conditions – see [￿￿] where it is shown that the third eigenvalue of simply connected domains
with Neumann boundary conditions never exceeds this value. In the right plot of the same figure we show
the maximisers for α = −￿￿, −￿, −￿.
In Figure ￿ we show the numerical maximisers obtained for α = −￿.￿￿, −￿, −￿, −￿￿.
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Figure ￿. Optimal second eigenvalue. The maximiser is an annulus A∗￿,α for α < α∗￿ ≈ −￿.￿￿￿￿ and the ball for α > α∗￿ .
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Figure ￿. Inner radius of the optimal annuli A∗￿,α and A∗￿,α, as a function of α.
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Figure ￿. (a) The optimal third eigenvalue, together with the third eigenvalue of the ball and of the union of two balls of the
same area. (b) The maximisers for α = −￿￿, −￿, −￿.
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Figure ￿.Maximisers for the fourth eigenvalue for α = −￿￿, −￿−, ￿, −￿.￿￿.
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We shall now present the numerical results obtained for three-dimensional domains. We denote by A∗n,α
themaximiser of the n-th eigenvaluewithin the class of spherical shells of unit volume, for a given value of the
Robin parameter α. In Figure￿weplot themaximal first and secondRobin eigenvalues. In this case, the ball is
the maximiser of λn, n = ￿, ￿, for α ∈ (α∗n , ￿), while for α < α∗n the maximiser becomes A∗n,α, where the values
of α∗n obtained numerically are α∗n ≈ −￿.￿￿￿￿ and α∗￿ ≈ −￿.￿￿￿￿. We also considered themaximisation of the
first Robin eigenvalue among domains with a given surface area. In this case our numerical results suggest
that the ball is always the maximiser.
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Figure ￿. (a) Optimal first (left plot) and second (right plot) Robin eigenvalues for three-dimensional domains.
Finally, and in order to understand the behaviour of the bifurcation point where the switching between
balls and shells takes place, we analysed numerically the equations determining the eigenvalues of these two
domains where we now take the dimension variable to change continuously between ￿ and ￿. From Figure ￿
we see that both the critical value where the bifurcation occurs and the corresponding value of the inner
radius increase as the dimension increases.
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Figure ￿. (a) Critical value of α∗￿ where the first eigenvalue of balls becomes smaller than that of the optimal shell with the same
volume. (b) Corresponding value of the smallest radius at the bifurcation.
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￿.￿ Evaluation of upper bounds
In this section we test the bounds provided by Theorems ￿, ￿ and ￿. For a given domain ￿ we define the
percentage errors associated with these bounds respectively by
P￿ := ￿￿￿ |λα￿(￿) − F(￿)F(B) λα̃￿(B)||λα￿(￿)| ,
P￿ := ￿￿￿ |λα￿(￿) − λα￿(B |∂￿|￿π )||λα￿(￿)| ,
P￿ := ￿￿￿ |λα￿(￿) − ￿α￿(AR￿ ,R￿ )||λα￿(￿)| .
In order to illustrate the accuracy of the bounds we shall consider ellipses, ellipsoids, rectangles and paral-
lelepipeds.
Figure ￿ shows the percentage errors P￿, P￿ and P￿ obtained in the class of ellipses as a function of the
eccentricity, for α = −￿￿, −￿.
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Figure ￿. Plots of the percentage errors associated to the bounds of Theorems ￿, ￿ and ￿ in the class of the ellipses, as a func-
tion of the eccentricity, for α = −￿￿, −￿.
Figure ￿ shows the percentage errors P￿ obtained in the class of the rectangles for α = −￿￿, −￿, −￿, as
a function of Q := ￿ − ￿/L￿, where L is the length of the largest side of the rectangle. Note that the percentage
errors of the bound of Theorem ￿ converge to zero, as Q converge to ￿. This means that besides the balls,
the bound of Theorem ￿ gives also equality asymptotically for thin rectangles. This numerical observation
is consistent with the analysis made in Section ￿.￿.￿. Indeed, from (￿.￿￿) and (￿.￿￿) there it follows that
P￿ = o(￿) as L →∞, while keeping the area of the rectangle equal to one.
In the three-dimensional case, for a given ellipsoid with semi-axes lengths ￿ < a ≤ b ≤ c, we define the
quantities
￿￿ := ￿￿ − ￿bc ￿￿
and
￿￿ := ￿￿ − ￿ac ￿￿,
forwhichwehave￿ ≤ ￿￿ ≤ ￿￿ < ￿. In Figure￿￿weplot thepercentage errors obtained for ellipsoids, as a func-
tion of ￿￿ and ￿￿, for α = −￿￿, −￿, −￿.
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Figure ￿. Plot of the percentage error associated to the bound of Theorem ￿ in the class of the rectangles, as a function of Q.
Finally, we tested the bound of Theorem ￿ for parallelepipeds. We will assume that each parallelepiped
has length sides l￿ ≤ l￿ ≤ l￿ and define the quantities Q￿ := ￿ − l￿/l￿ and Q￿ := ￿ − l￿/l￿. Figure ￿￿ shows the
percentage errors obtained in the class of parallelepipeds, as a function of Q￿ and Q￿.
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Figure ￿￿. Plot of percentage errors associated to the bound of Theorem ￿ in the class of ellipsoids.
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Figure ￿￿. Plot of percentage errors associated to the bound of Theorem ￿ in the class of parallelepipeds, as a function of Q￿
and Q￿.
￿.￿ Conjectures
The numerical simulations carried out support the conjecture, already formulated in [￿￿], that there is
a switch betweenmaximisers, with spherical shells becoming themaximisers for su￿ciently large (negative)
values of the parameter. We may now be more precise.
Conjecture ￿. There exists a negative value of α, say α∗, such that the first eigenvalue of problem (￿.￿) is
maximised by the ball among all the domains with equal volume, for α ∈ (α∗, ￿).
For α smaller than α∗, the maximisers become spherical shells whose radii increase as α decreases.
The actual values of α∗ and the radii of the shells depend on the dimension and the volume only.
In two dimensions, imposing the extra condition that the domain is simply connected will strongly restrict
maximisers.
Conjecture ￿. In two dimensions the disk maximises the first eigenvalue of problem (￿.￿) for negative α,
among all simply connected domains with the same area.
Simply connectedness is clearly not enough to restrict maximisers to balls in higher dimensions and it
becomes thus necessary to impose stronger conditions. Here we explored numerically the case where do-
mains are convex.
Conjecture ￿. The ball maximises the first eigenvalue of problem (￿.￿) for negative α, among all convex
domains with the same volume.
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Finally, our results support the conjecture that Theorem ￿may be extended to any dimension.
Conjecture ￿. The ball maximises the first eigenvalue of problem (￿.￿) for negative α, among all domains of
equal surface area.
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